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SUMMARY
During early development, before the eyes open, synaptic refinement of sensory networks depends on ac-
tivity generated by developing neurons themselves. In the mouse visual system, retinal cells spontaneously
depolarize and recruit downstream neurons to bursts of activity, where the number of recruited cells deter-
mines the resolution of synaptic retinotopic refinement. Here we show that during the second post-natal
week in mouse visual cortex, somatostatin (SST)-expressing interneurons control the recruitment of cells
to retinally driven spontaneous activity. Suppressing SST interneurons increases cell participation and allows
events to spread farther along the cortex. During the same developmental period, a second type of high-
participation, retina-independent event occurs. During these events, cells receive such large excitatory
charge that inhibition is overwhelmed and large parts of the cortex participate in each burst. These results
reveal a role of SST interneurons in restricting retinally driven activity in the visual cortex, which may
contribute to the refinement of retinotopy.
INTRODUCTION

Newborns can interact with their environment and perform

sensorimotor tasks soon after birth, without any previous expe-

rience of patterned sensory input. These abilities rely on exten-

sive preparation by the developing nervous system before the

onset of sensory experience. Initially, neuronal networks are

roughly outlined by molecular guidance cues and subsequently

refined by activity-dependent processes. During this refinement

phase, spontaneously depolarizing cells in the sensory organs

and the brain (Blankenship and Feller, 2010) initiate and propa-

gate patterned ‘‘training’’ activity across the developing network,

strengthening well-targeted synapses and weakening others.

In the mouse visual system, neonatal retinae generate bursts

of activity that travel downstream and refine retinotopic maps,

as well as the segregation of contralateral and ipsilateral affer-

ents through Hebbian and non-Hebbian mechanisms (Kirkby

et al., 2013). As a result of this fine-tuning, neurons in the mouse

visual cortex can respond to visual information before the eyes

open at post-natal day (P) 14 (Cang et al., 2005; Ko et al.,

2013; Rochefort et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011).
This is an open access article und
Spontaneous activity patterns can be described and distin-

guished by burst characteristics, such as frequency, duration,

synchronicity of firing between cells, lateral spread, and the

number of cells that participate (Ackman and Crair, 2014; Albert

et al., 2008; Allene and Cossart, 2010; Colonnese and Phillips,

2018; Kerschensteiner, 2014; Luhmann and Khazipov, 2018). A

growing body of work has shown that merely the presence of ac-

tivity is not sufficient for refinement, but that these specific activ-

ity characteristics encode and transmit essential information

required by the brain to develop normally (Kirkby et al., 2013;

Leighton and Lohmann, 2016). The number of cells activated

by each burst may determine the resolution with which sponta-

neous activity can refine connections between cells; for

instance, if retinal waves recruit too many neurons, retinotopic

map refinement is prevented (Burbridge et al., 2014; Xu et al.,

2011, 2015). In contrast, eye-specific segregation can be

impaired by changes in burst frequency (Burbridge et al., 2014;

Xu et al., 2011).

Two types of spontaneous activity are found in the primary vi-

sual cortex (V1): retinally driven, low-synchronicity events with

low cell participation rates (‘‘L-events’’; Ackman et al., 2014;
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Figure 1. Distinct spontaneous activity patterns occur in the visual cortex during the second post-natal week

(A) Cells in V1 L2/3 were loaded with the calcium indicator Oregon Green Bapta 1-AM (green) to track spontaneous activity patterns. The recorded cell was filled

with Alexa 594 via the patch pipette for identification (red).

(B) L-events (blue arrowheads) and H-events (orange arrowheads) shown as a calcium trace (average activity of all imaged cells) with simultaneous whole-cell

current-clamp recording. The cells that participated in each event are displayed as filled circles below.

(C) Cells fired action potentials during a higher percentage of H-events than L-events (p = 0.001, paired t test; n = 5 cells).

(D) More action potentials were fired during H-events than during L-events (p = 0.03, paired t test; n = 5 cells).

(legend continued on next page)
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Gribizis et al., 2019; Siegel et al., 2012) and retina-independent,

high-synchronicity events with high cell participation and ampli-

tude (‘‘H-events’’; Gribizis et al., 2019; Hanganu et al., 2006; Sie-

gel et al., 2012). It is possible that these different types of events

work together to pattern the developing cortex, where sparse

activation and retinal origin of L-events gives them the resolution

required to shape the network according to the organization of

the eye, whereas global events (H-events) could allow neurons

to perform synaptic homeostasis, bringing synaptic strengths

back to a workable range (Siegel et al., 2012). Indeed, computa-

tional modeling of this joint organization leads to topographically

refined receptive fields and sparsification of activity over time

(Wosniack et al., 2021).

In adults, we have an increasing appreciation of the strong and

specific regulation of network activity by interneuron subtypes

(Kepecs and Fishell, 2014; Markram et al., 2004; Tremblay

et al., 2016; van Versendaal and Levelt, 2016), but little is known

about interneuron subtype activity in neonates. Recent work has

shown that GABAergic cells exert an inhibitory effect on the

cortical network as early as the start of the second post-natal

week in vivo (Che et al., 2018; Kirmse et al., 2015; Minlebaev

et al., 2007; Valeeva et al., 2016), and that they are active in as-

semblies (Duan et al., 2020; Modol et al., 2020). GABAergic cells

can regulate cortical activity patterns (Duan et al., 2020), and

modeling the blocking of GABAergic transmission increased

spontaneous activity cluster size (Rahmati et al., 2017). During

the same developmental window, somatostatin (SST)-express-

ing interneurons form strong synapses onto pyramidal cells,

weakening to adult levels upon eye opening (Guan et al.,

2017). In the adult brain, SST interneurons can control the size

of memory engrams in the adult hippocampus (Stefanelli et al.,

2016) and exert lateral inhibitory control in the auditory (Kato

et al., 2017) and visual cortex (Adesnik et al., 2012). We therefore

investigated here whether the strong inhibition mediated by SST

interneurons before eye opening also restricts cell recruitment

and event size during spontaneous activity.

RESULTS

L-events recruit fewer cells and show restricted lateral
spread
L- and H-events were previously described using two-photon

calcium imaging of populations of around 50 cell somas (Siegel

et al., 2012). To understand how L- and H-characteristics match

up to other reports of spontaneous activity, we measured their

properties at a range of different scales. First, we used whole-

cell current-clamp recordings to compare cell recruitment be-
(E) Action potentials from a single cell, labeled by outcome of hierarchical clust

criterion was used.

(F) Silhouette analysis of hierarchical clustering using burst duration and action p

(G) Dendrogram of hierarchical clustering results for an example animal.

(H) Epifluorescence imaging of the visual cortex expressing GCaMP6swas used to

(I) Mean calcium responses during L- and H-events (top) and area of activation (

(J) Event amplitude by mean event area for all events detected in wide-field in an

(K) Silhouette analysis of hierarchical clustering using amplitude and event size a

(L) Dendrogram of hierarchical clustering results for an example animal.

(M) Mean event areas of wide-field L- and H-events.

(N) Frequency of each event type in activations per minute.
tween L- and H-events in V1 layer 2/3 neurons in vivo, in lightly

anesthetized (0.7%–1% isoflurane) mouse pups between P8

and P12 (Figure 1A). Simultaneous two-photon calcium imaging

(using Oregon Green Bapta 1-AM) allowed identification of L-

and H-events (Figure 1B), where events with over 80%participa-

tion were considered H-events (Siegel et al., 2012). We

confirmed that L-events have lower cell participation, because

patched cells almost always fired during H-events, but not dur-

ing L-events (Figure 1C). Neurons also fired significantly more

action potentials during H-events than during L-events, in corre-

spondence with their higher calcium transient amplitude (Fig-

ure 1D). L-event duration (mean 4.6 s) was similar to the duration

of retinal waves (summarized in Torborg and Feller, 2005), in line

with their largely retinal origin.

To confirm our previous split of these events into two distinct

groups (L and H) in a manner independent of calcium imaging,

we performed hierarchical clustering using the number of action

potentials fired and the duration of bursts (Figure 1E). Silhouette

analysis revealed an optimum of two clusters (Figure 1F). This

split (Figure 1G) corresponded well (76% overlap) to our original

definition of L- and H-events, where events with between 20%

and 80% participation were classified as L-events, and those

over 80% network participation were identified as H-events (Sie-

gel et al., 2012). We therefore continued to use this 80% cutoff to

distinguish L- and H-events during two-photon network calcium

imaging.

When using two-photon microscopy, H-events activated

almost all neurons in the field of view. To measure lateral spread

of events, we used in utero electroporation to widely express

GCaMP6s, allowing us to record a much larger part of the visual

cortex (4.9 mm2) with wide-field imaging (Figure 1H). At this large

population level, two types of events were still clearly detectable

(Figure 1I). Silhouette analysis again revealed an optimal separa-

tion at two clusters (Figures 1J and 1K), splitting the data into

events occurring locally and with low amplitudes (local events)

and events with large spatial spread and with high amplitudes

(Figures 1L and 1M), presumably corresponding to L- and H-

events. Over the whole field of view, L-events occurred at higher

frequencies than H-events (Figure 1N). To compare these

measurements with the frequencies obtained with two-photon

calcium imaging, we also measured event frequency at an area

corresponding to the size of the field of view of our two-photon

microscope. We found that widespread, putative H-events

occurred at a frequency of 0.6 ± 0.25 events/min in this smaller

area, similar to the previously determined frequency in two-

photon experiments (0.5 per minute; Siegel et al., 2012). For

local L-events, we saw an average of 0.37 ± 0.12 events/min in
ering. Outlined events were classified differently when the 80% participation

otentials fired.

image a larger field of view.White square indicates field of view in two-photon.

bottom).

example animal, labeled according to classification by clustering.

s parameters.
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Figure 2. SST interneuron suppression selectively leads to larger event spread

(A) Section of the visual cortex of a P9 SST-cre mouse injected with AAV-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry (red) with immunostaining for SST (green). All cells in the

field of view were double labeled.

(B) Example cell firing at 30, 40, 50, and 60 pA injection before and after clozapine application.

(C) Clozapine application in vitro significantly reduced excitability in SST interneurons expressing the hM4Di-DREADD construct (n = 8 cells; paired t test, p <

0.05).

(legend continued on next page)
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wide-field recordings, a lower frequency than the two-photon

microscopy data (around 1 per minute) and in line with the

reduced sensitivity of wide-field imaging to small, sparse activa-

tions of a few cells.

Taken together, L-events are characterized by low cell recruit-

ment and local activation, aswell as a lownumber of action poten-

tials fired. Incontrast, duringH-events, largeareasof thecortexare

activatedasahighdensityofcells fire inaburstofactionpotentials.

SST interneurons restrict spatial spread of spontaneous
events
Given that in adulthood, SST interneurons control the size of

memory engrams in the hippocampus (Stefanelli et al., 2016),

as well as lateral inhibition in the auditory (Kato et al., 2017)

and visual cortex (Adesnik et al., 2012), we asked whether SST

interneurons also control the lateral spread of spontaneous ac-

tivity during cortical development.

We selectively suppressed SST interneurons using a cre-

dependent viral vector driving expression of an inhibitory

hM4Di-DREADD (AAV-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry) during

calcium imaging of spontaneous activity in awake pups. 83% ±

8% of cells expressing the inhibitory hM4Di-DREADD also ex-

pressed SST (n = 4 animals; Figure 2A), and 79% ± 6% of SST

interneurons expressed the hM4Di-DREADD. Activation of the

hM4Di-DREADD with its fast-acting agonist clozapine reduced

excitability of DREADD-expressing cells in vitro (Figures 2B

and 2C) similar to the excitability-reducing effect of hM4Di-

DREADD activation in developing layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons

described previously (Naskar et al., 2019).

By co-injecting the hM4Di-DREADD vector with pAAV-Syn-

GCaMP6s, network activity was recorded in awake pups across

a large part of the cortex with wide-field imaging (field of view:

4.9 mm2; Figure 2D), before and after subcutaneous clozapine

(0.5mg/kg) injection. To control for possible hM4Di-DREADD-in-

dependent effects of clozapine, results from a t test are reported

as significant only when a linear mixed-effects model with an

interaction term (of injected virus type and clozapine administra-

tion) demonstrated a significantly better fit than one without the

interaction term.
(D) Wide-field imaging was used to record large-scale activity patterns in animal

terneurons were suppressed with clozapine (Clz) injection.

(E) Average activity frequency per pixel before (left) and after (right) clozapine inje

they activated pixels within the V1 boundaries, but the entire field of view was us

(F) There was no significant change in the proportion of events that activated V1 up

test; n = 6 animals).

(G) Example event before (left) and after (right) suppression of SST interneurons.

(H) The mean area activated by each event increased upon suppression of SST

(I) The max event area (the activated area during the largest frame of an event) wa

test; n = 6 animals).

(J) Events traveled farther across the cortex after suppression of SST interneuro

(K) After suppression of SST interneurons, the duration of events did not change (n

interaction term; n.s., interaction of injected genotype and clozapine injection; n

(L) The speed of events increased after suppression of SST interneurons (p = 0.0

(M) No significant change in amplitude was detected after suppression of SST in

without an interaction term; n.s., interaction of injected genotype and clozapine

(N) The frequency of events did not change upon suppression of SST interneuro

(O) Distribution of mean area (over all active frames) of events before and after c

C, caudal; L, lateral; M, medial; max, maximum; n.s., not significant; R, rostral.
We first quantified activity origin and spread of all events (Fig-

ure 2E). Although all events are included in the figure, L-events

strongly dominate the observed activity pattern because they

are much more frequent than H-events. Both before and after

SST interneuron suppression, most activity originating in V1

was confined to this area (Figure 2F), indicating that much of

the observed spontaneous activity was restrained by V1 bound-

aries independently of SST interneuron signaling.

Upon SST interneuron suppression, network events activated

a significantly larger area of V1 (Figures 2G and 2H). This was due

to both an increase in themaximum lateral spread (Figure 2I) and

the distance traveled during each event (Figure 2J). We detected

no difference in the duration of events (Figure 2K), but their speed

of propagation across the cortex increased (Figure 2L) and al-

lowed them to travel farther. We found no significant changes

upon clozapine administration to control animals (Figure S1).

The increase in event area could be because of an increase in

the relative frequency of H-events, or increased recruitment of

cells to each spontaneous event. Given that the event amplitude

did not show a significant change (Figure 2M), and that the fre-

quency of activity showed a trend to decrease (Figure 2N), it

seems more likely that each spontaneous event recruits more

active cells upon SST interneuron suppression. Event size before

and after SST interneuron suppression shows a shift away from

small events and toward larger events (Figure 2O).

SST interneurons restrict cell recruitment to L-events
We repeated measurements of spontaneous activity during sup-

pression of SST interneuron activity, using two-photon imaging

(Figure 3A), again with co-injection of the hM4Di-DREADD vector

with pAAV-Syn-GCaMP6s, or the pAAV-Syn-GCaMP6s vector

alone in control animals. In control animals, clozapine injection

did not significantly increase the frequency in any participation

bin (Figures S2A and S2B). Upon SST interneuron suppression,

the frequency of events in low-participation bins did not change

(Figures 3B–3D). In contrast, suppressing SST interneurons

specifically increased the frequency of events in the highest

participation bin (Figure 3D). In this highest participation bin, a

significant interaction effect was found between the expressed
s expressing GCaMP6s and an hM4Di construct in SST interneurons. SST in-

ction to induce suppression of SST interneurons. Events were included only if

ed to measure event properties.

on clozapine injection to induce suppression of SST interneurons (n.s., paired t

interneurons (p = 0.006, paired t test; n = 6 animals).

s significantly higher after suppression of SST interneurons (p = 0.006, paired t

ns through clozapine injection (p = 0.00066, paired t test; n = 6 animals).

.s., one-way ANOVA comparing linear mixed-effects model with andwithout an

= 6 animals).

49, paired t test; n = 6 animals).

terneurons (one-way ANOVA comparing linear mixed-effects model with and

injection).

ns (n.s., paired t test; n = 6 animals).

lozapine.
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viral construct (1:1 hM4Di-DREADD with GCaMP6s compared

with 1:1 diluted GCaMP6s) and clozapine injection (two-way

ANOVA, interaction of clozapine and viral injection, p = 0.0008).

This observation could either mean that SST interneuron sup-

pression allowsmore ‘‘true’’ H-events to occur in the network, or

that SST interneuron suppression causes events to recruit more

cells, increasing participation. Either explanation would increase

the average area of events, as seen in the wide-field imaging

(Figure 2H).

To distinguish between these scenarios, we assessedwhether

event amplitude (a proxy for the number of action potentials

fired) increased upon SST interneuron suppression, because

true H-events are associated with large event amplitudes. We

did not detect an increase in mean event amplitude of partici-

pating cells, either as a paired t test comparing baseline with clo-

zapine administration or when taking the control experiments

into account and testing for a significant interaction effect of in-

jected construct and clozapine administration (Figure 3E; control

in Figure S2B), supporting the idea that SST interneuron sup-

pression increases recruitment to events. In this scenario, events

that would normally fall short of our detection threshold of 20%

participation may cross into our definition of an event, explaining

why we detect this effect in only the highest participation bin.

Furthermore, careful analysis of neuronal participation and

amplitude revealed that SST interneuron suppression specif-

ically facilitated high participation events of low amplitude (Fig-

ures 3F and 3G; for controls, see Figure S2C), indicating

increased recruitment of cells to L-events.

Because the wide-field imaging data did not show an increase

in event amplitude or frequency (Figures 2M and 2N), it seems

likely that the increase in frequency seen in two-photon imaging

experiments reflected a larger proportion of events entering the

field of view because of their lateral spread, rather than a true in-

crease in the number of events. SST interneuron suppression

therefore changes cell recruitment without affecting the firing

rate of active neurons.

During baseline spontaneous activity, we did not detect a dif-

ference between the average participation of SST-expressing in-

terneurons and the average participation of the rest of the cell

population (Figure S3A); SST-expressing interneurons partici-

pated during both L- (Figure S3B) and H-events (Figure S3C).

In addition, we did not detect a difference in amplitude during

L- (Figure S3D) or H-events (Figure S3E).

Together, SST interneuron activity restricts the lateral spread

and cell activation density of local L-events, but not their fre-

quency or the overall firing rates of individual neurons during

network events.

Excitatory and inhibitory balance during L- andH-events
Our observation that reducing SST interneuron-mediated inhibi-

tion affected the spread of L-events, without converting them (in

terms of action potential firing frequency) into H-events, sug-

gested that the difference between these two types of event

was not caused simply by reduced recruitment of inhibition.

More likely, differences in excitatory drive underlie the difference

between L- and H-events, where SST interneurons participate in

both events but are overwhelmed by excitation during H-events.

To test this directly, we recorded synaptic inputs received by the
6 Cell Reports 36, 109316, July 6, 2021
soma during L- and H-events in lightly anesthetized pups. We

performed in vivo whole-cell recordings in voltage-clamp

mode, while simultaneous calcium imaging of the network al-

lowed identification of L- and H-events. As reported previously,

events involved both glutamatergic and GABAergic synapses

(Figure 4A; Colonnese, 2014; Hanganu et al., 2006; Minlebaev

et al., 2007). In line with the higher network participation in H-

events, both the excitatory and inhibitory charge transferred

(defined as area under the curve of the synaptic currents during

a burst) were larger during H-events than during L-events (Fig-

ures 4B–4D). However, the ratio of excitatory charge transferred

between H- and L-events was much larger than that of inhibitory

charge transfer (Figure 4E). This confirms that H-events differ

from L-events mainly because of a much stronger excitatory

drive rather than to differences in inhibitory inputs.

To confirm directly that H- and L-events could be differenti-

ated more reliably based on excitation or inhibition, we trained

a random forest classifier (Breiman, 2001) using only electro-

physiological measurements to decode whether an event was

an L- or an H-event. Peak current amplitude, mean current

amplitude, total charge transferred, and duration of either inhib-

itory or excitatory current inputs were provided to the classifier.

Training event classification was based on the original definition

of 20%–80% (L-events) and over 80%participation (H-events) in

network events obtained with two-photon calcium imaging. For

all animals, the classifier trained on the excitatory data per-

formed significantly better than the classifier trained on the inhib-

itory data, as demonstrated by the larger area under the curve of

the receiver-operator characteristics (ROC) curve (Figures 4F

and 4G). We conclude that differences in excitatory drive under-

lie the main characteristics of H- and L-events, while SST inter-

neuron-mediated inhibition exerts much stronger control over

L- than over H-events.

DISCUSSION

SST interneurons are crucial for activity-dependent maturation

throughout the development of the nervous system. In the hippo-

campus and entorhinal cortex, long-range SST-expressing

‘‘hub’’ cells synchronize spontaneous activity (Bonifazi et al.,

2009; Mòdol et al., 2017), and activating SST interneurons can

trigger synchronous network depolarizations in slices (Floss-

mann et al., 2019). In the cortex, SST interneurons appear to

be precocious (Pan et al., 2019), maturing before fast-spiking in-

terneurons and even supporting the integration of fast-spiking in-

terneurons into the network. SST interneurons in deep cortical

layers receive dense but transient innervation from thalamocort-

ical inputs during the first post-natal week (Marques-Smith et al.,

2016; Tuncdemir et al., 2016), which facilitates the thalamocort-

ical innervation of parvalbumin (PV)-expressing interneurons

(Tuncdemir et al., 2016).

In cortical L2/3, SST interneuron synapses onto pyramidal

cells emerge at the beginning of the second post-natal week

(Guan et al., 2017), when oxytocin release also increases SST

interneuron excitability and sparsifies neuronal activity (Maldo-

nado et al., 2021). At this age, SST interneuron-mediated inhibi-

tion is strong and can be readily recorded in the somas of cortical

pyramidal neurons. After eye opening, the strength of the
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Figure 3. Suppressing SST interneuron activity selectively increases the number of high-participation low-amplitude events

(A) Two-photon imaging was used to record calcium transients in animals expressing GCaMP6s and an inhibitory hM4Di-DREADD construct in SST interneurons.

Clozapine was injected at low concentrations to activate the hM4Di-DREADD and reduce SST interneuron excitability.

(B) Neurons were imaged in awake pups during the second post-natal week. Example recording before injection of clozapine. Shown is the average network

activity of all cells in the field of view (top) and when each cell participated in an event (bottom). Each circle represents a calcium transient in a cell.

(C) Example recording after SST interneuron suppression. Shown is the average network activity of all imaged cells (top) and the activity of each imaged cell

(bottom). Each circle represents a calcium transient in a cell.

(D) After SST interneuron suppression, there is a significant increase in the frequency of events only in the highest participation bin (p = 0.0002, threshold for

significance at 0.0063 after Bonferroni correction for 8 comparisons, paired t test; n = 8 animals). Number of 90%–100% participation events, baseline condition:

261, clozapine condition: 607.

(E) No change in amplitude was detected upon suppression of SST interneurons (n.s., paired t test; n = 8 animals). Amplitude is measured as the average peak

amplitude of all cells that participate in the event.

(F) Amplitude and participation of each event before and after clozapine in an example animal expressing hM4Di-DREADD.

(G) Heatmap showing the change in frequency of activity in events/min after suppression of SST interneurons. The largest increase occurred in high-participation/

low-amplitude events.
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Figure 4. Excitatory and inhibitory synaptic

inputs during L- and H-events

(A) In vivo voltage-clamp recordings combined

with network calcium imaging in layer 2/3 V1

neurons. Excitatory and inhibitory inputs were

measured alternatingly by switching the holding

potential to the reversal potential of inhibitory or

excitatory currents, respectively. Four events in an

example cell, showing inhibitory and excitatory

inputs received by the cell during an L-event and

an H-event. Average calcium traces are shown

from all imaged cells (top). Current traces (bottom)

represent synaptic inputs onto the recorded

neuron.

(B) Absolute transferred charges of excitatory and

inhibitory input currents during network events of

different participations in one cell.

(C) The excitatory charge transferred was signifi-

cantly higher during H-events than during L-

events (p = 0.001, paired t test; n = 6 animals).

(D) The inhibitory charge transferred was signifi-

cantly higher during H-events than during L-

events (p = 0.016, paired t test; n = 6 animals).

(E) The H:L ratio of charge transferred was signif-

icantly larger for excitatory than for inhibitory in-

puts (p = 0.036, paired t test; n = 6 animals).

(F) Example receiver operating characteristics

(ROC) curve for one animal, showing a random

forest classifier trained on excitatory or inhibitory

data. The larger area under the curve for excitatory

inputs indicates a higher success rate of classi-

fying L- and H-events correctly when excitatory

data were used compared with inhibitory data.

(G) Quantification of the area under the ROC curve

for all animals. The area under the curve is signif-

icantly higher for classifiers trained on excitatory

input data than for those trained on inhibitory input

data (p = 0.0002, paired t test; n = 5 animals).
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synaptic connection from SST interneurons to pyramidal cells

sharply decreases. So far, the role of this strong SST inter-

neuron-mediated inhibition during the second post-natal week

is unknown.

Here, we found that during this period, suppression of SST in-

terneurons increased the number of cells recruited to L-events

and widened their lateral spread. This is in line with the strong in-

fluence of SST synapses and the early functional maturation of

SST interneurons. Furthermore, this observation extends previ-

ous findings that interneurons restrict correlated activity to

neuronal assemblies in the somatosensory cortex during early

cortical development (Duan et al., 2020; Modol et al., 2020). It

also matches the function of SST interneurons in adult mice,

where they have extensive axonal arbors in L1 (Urban-Ciecko

and Barth, 2016) and exert control over large distances through

lateral inhibition in the visual (Adesnik et al., 2012) and auditory
8 Cell Reports 36, 109316, July 6, 2021
(Kato et al., 2017) cortex. Accordingly,

upon suppression of SST interneurons

during adulthood, cell recruitment in hip-

pocampal engrams increases (Stefanelli

et al., 2016), as does network synchronic-

ity (Chen et al., 2015). Under wide-field
imaging, the largest events did not seem to increase their size,

suggesting that H-events are less affected by the suppression

of SST interneurons. However, specific pharmacological isola-

tion of H-events would be necessary to understand whether

SST interneuron suppression affects these events alongside L-

events.

A large body of work has shown that the features of sponta-

neous activity patterns are instructive in wiring the developing

brain (Feller, 1999; Katz and Shatz, 1996). Manipulations of the

size or frequency of retinal waves have directly demonstrated

the importance of accurate patterning of spontaneous activity

for fine-tuning the ascending visual pathways (Burbridge et al.,

2014; Xu et al., 2015). Using a wide range of techniques, we

have described L-events as activity patterns during which rela-

tively few cells are weakly activated. Because the spread of ac-

tivity patterns constrains the degree of synaptic refinement, SST
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interneurons may optimize early activity patterns for establishing

precise neuronal connections during the second post-natal

week. We hypothesize that the largely retinal origin (Siegel

et al., 2012) and restricted size of L-events allows them to

mediate refinement of the network, because their localized na-

ture maintains topographic specificity.

In contrast with local L-events, H-events are highly synchro-

nized in time and drive substantial areas of the cortex to fire large

numbers of action potentials. The high spatial spread and tem-

poral synchronicity of H-events make them less suitable to

convey information about cell arrangement in the retina. Instead,

H-events may perform synaptic homeostasis to maintain work-

able ranges of synaptic strength, perhaps in a similar mechanism

as during slow-wave sleep (González-Rueda et al., 2018; Tononi

and Cirelli, 2006). Indeed, Wosniack et al. (2021) recently

modeled how Hebbian plasticity rules allow L-events to refine

cortical topography, while H-events dynamically adapt their

amplitude to keep synaptic strength in a workable range. We

have previously shown that H- and L-events have distinct event

characteristics, and that L-events and not H-events depend on

retinal waves of activity. Here we find that in addition, H-events

are also driven by much stronger excitatory influx than L-events,

while inhibitory influx is only marginally larger. These observa-

tions may explain why suppression of SST interneurons did not

turn L-events into H-events, because these events have similar

inhibitory input strength, but different strength and sources of

excitatory inputs. Most likely, the inhibitory inputs that can

constrain the spread of L-events during their weaker excitatory

influx are simply overwhelmed by the strong excitatory influx

during H-events.

In conclusion, we find that SST interneurons exert robust

inhibitory control over network activity during the second post-

natal week, even though inhibitory signaling is not fully strength-

ened until after eye opening. It seems that not only do interneu-

rons exert inhibitory control over this early age, but they shape

activity patterns crucial for driving fine-tuning of the developing

network. It remains to be understood how other interneuron sub-

types shape spontaneous activity, and future experiments

involving prolonged suppression of SST interneuron activity dur-

ing the second post-natal week may reveal the consequences

for receptive field properties in the adult visual cortex.
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Antibodies

Chicken anti Vglut2 SynapticSystems Synaptic Systems Cat# 135 404;

RRID:AB_887884

Rat anti SST Millipore Millipore Cat# MAB354; RRID:AB_2255365

Bacterial and virus strains

AAV1-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry Bryan Roth (Krashes et al., 2011,

Addgene plasmid # 44362).

Addgene plasmid # 44362

pAAV-Syn-GCaMP6s-WPRE-SV40 Addgene plasmid, (Chen et al., 2013)

packaged in-house

Addgene plasmid # 100843

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Picrotoxin Sigma-Aldrich SID 24278188

Clozapine Tocris PubChem ID 2818

Deposited data

DS1, Excitatory and inhibitory inputs

during spontaneous activity

This paper 10.6084/m9.figshare.14336594

DS2, Spontaneous activity before and

after DREADD suppression: two-photon

This paper 10.6084/m9.figshare.14334011

DS3, Spontaneous activity before and after

DREADD suppression: epifluorescence

This paper 10.6084/m9.figshare.14330156

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: C57BL/6J Janvier Labs N/A 25/03/2014 aangepaard

met BL/6JOlaHsd

Mouse: CBA Harlan Laboratories N/A

Mouse: Rosa26.tdTomato The Jackson Laboratory Ai14D, JAX 7908

Mouse: SST-IRES-cre The Jackson Laboratory;

Taniguchi et al., 2011

JAX: 13044

Oligonucleotides

Primer for WPRE: 50-CCCACTT
GGCAGTACATCAA-30

Eurogentec N/A

Primer for WPRE: 50-GGAAAGTC

CCATAAGGTCATGT-30
Eurogentec N/A

Recombinant DNA

Plasmid: GCaMP6s, cloned into pCAGGS Douglas Kim; Chen et al., 2013 Addgene plasmid # 40753

Plasmid: DsRed, cloned into pCAGGS Christiaan Levelt N/A

Software and algorithms

Software: MATLAB MathWorks https://www.mathworks.com/

Software: R R Core Team, 2020 https://www.R-project.org/

Software: R lme4 package Bates et al., 2014 https://cran.r-project.org/web/

packages/lme4/lme4.pdf

Analysis pipeline for simultaneous

two-photon imaging and whole-cell

voltage-clamp recording: custom

This paper https://github.com/ahleighton/

calcium_with_ephys

Analysis pipeline for SST

suppression: custom

This paper https://github.com/ahleighton/

sst_dreadd_analysis
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Analysis preprocessing pipeline:

preprocessing Calcium imaging

Flatiron Institute,

Simons Foundation

https://github.com/

flatironinstitute/NoRMCorre

Analysis pre-processing pipeline: custom Winnubst et al., 2015 N/A

ImageJ2 (Fiji) Rueden et al., 2017;

Schindelin et al., 2012

https://imagej.net/software/fiji

Clampfit Molecular Devices https://www.moleculardevices.com/

Igor WaveMetrics, Inc https://www.wavemetrics.com/
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Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources, data, code, and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead con-

tact, Christian Lohmann (c.lohmann@nin.knaw.nl).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
Dataset DS1, Excitatory and inhibitory inputs during spontaneous activity, is available at https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.

14336594. Dataset DS2, Spontaneous activity before and after DREADD suppression: two-photon is available at https://figshare.

com/articles/dataset/Two_Photon_SST-GiDREADD/14334011 and DS3, Spontaneous activity before and after DREADD suppres-

sion: epifluorescence, at https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/Epifluorescence_Imaging_with_SST-GiDREADD/14330156. Unpro-

cessed data are available upon reasonable request.

The analysis pipeline for simultaneous two-photon imaging and whole-cell voltage-clamp recording is available at https://github.

com/ahleighton/calcium_with_ephys. The analysis pipeline used for quantifying the effect of SST DREADD suppression is available

at https://github.com/ahleighton/sst_dreadd_analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All experimental procedures were approved by the institutional animal care and use committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of

Sciences.

Organism
Neonatal mice of both sexes were used. All pups were aged between postnatal days (P) 8-14 and weight between 5 and 10 g. Pups

were housed in shared nests (two dams) with amaximumof 10 pups per cage. Animals were drug naive. At the time of data collection,

animals had previously undergone either viral injection at P0/P1 or in utero electroporation as embryos and subsequent toe-clipping

for identification purposes, to achieve expression of the calcium sensor. Where the calcium sensor was acutely injected, animals had

undergone no previous procedures. Where control animals were used, littermates were randomly assigned to experimental groups.

Genotypes
Wild-type mice were either C57BL/6J mice or C57BL/6J x CBA F1 mice. These mice open their eyes at P14. SST-IRES- cre (JAX

13044)micewere designed byDr. Z. Josh Huang and ordered from Jackson Labs (SST-IRES-Cre; Taniguchi et al., 2011). To produce

labeled SST interneurons, this line was crossed with a tdTomato-reporter mice (Ai14D, JAX 7908).

These mice were maintained on a mixed C57BL/6J x 129S background.

METHOD DETAILS

Surgeries
In utero electroporation

For wide-field calcium imaging shown in Figures 1 and S4, pyramidal neurons in layer 2/3 of the visual cortex were transfected with

GCaMP6s (2 mg/ml) and DsRed (2 mg/ml) at E16.5 using in utero electroporation (Harvey et al., 2009). Pregnant mice were anesthe-

tized with isoflurane and a small incision (1.5–2 cm) was made in the abdominal wall. The uterine horns were carefully removed from

the abdomen, and DNA was injected into the lateral ventricle of embryos using a sharp glass electrode. Voltage pulses (five square
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wave pulses, 30 V, 50-ms duration, 950-ms interval, custom-built electroporator) were delivered across the brain with tweezer elec-

trodes covered in conductive gel. Embryos were rinsed with warm saline solution and returned to the abdomen, after which time the

muscle and skin were sutured.

Virus injection

Pups (P0-P1) were anaesthetized using hypothermia (induced for 6 minutes). A small cut was made in the skin before insertion of a

glass pipette and injection of 27 nL of virus in V1 (two-photon imaging) or 27 nL in V1 and a second injection of 27 nL in RL (to achieve

greater spread, for wide-field imaging). Animals were injected with a mix of 1:1 AAV1-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry and pAAV-Syn-

GCaMP6s-WPRE-SV40 or a mixture of 1:1 PBS and pAAV-Syn-GCaMP6s-WPRE-SV40. pAAV-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry was a

gift from Bryan Roth (Krashes et al., 2011, Addgene plasmid # 44362).

Craniectomy for acute imaging

Animals were anesthetized with isoflurane (3% in 1 l/min O2). After anesthesia had become effective, lidocaine was used for local

analgesia and a head bar with an opening (Ø 4 mm) above the visual cortex (0.5–2.5 mm rostral from lambda and 1–3 mm lateral

from the midline) was attached to the skull with superglue and dental cement. For calcium imaging, a small craniectomy above

the visual cortex was performed. The exposed cortical surface was kept moist with cortex buffer (125 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl,

10 mM glucose, 10 mM HEPES, 2 mM MgSO4 and 2 mM CaCl2 [pH 7.4]).

For recordings performed under anesthesia (used during whole-cell recordings in Figures 1 and 4, and wide-field recordings in

Figure 1), isoflurane levels were lowered to 0.7%–1%. Prior to awake imaging (Datasets in Figures 2, 3, and S1–S3), the animals

were given 60 minutes to recover from anesthesia.

Virus production

AAV vectors were produced as described previously (Verhaagen et al., 2018). In short, AAV1 serotype helper plasmid and pAAV-

hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry or pAAV-Syn-GCaMP6s were co-transfected into HEK293T cells. Seventy-two hours later, the cells

were harvested, lysed and centrifuged. Subsequently the viral particles were purified from the supernatant using an iodixanol density

gradient and further concentrated using an Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal filter. Titers were determined by quantitative PCR for the

WPRE element in the viral genomes (vg). Primers for WPRE: 50-CCCACTTGGCAGTACATCAA-30 and 50-GGAAAGTCCCATAAGGTC

ATGT-30. Titers were 2E+12 vg/ml for pAAV-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry and pAAV-Syn-GCAMP6s.

Calcium imaging methods
Calcium sensors

Figures 1A–1G, 4, and S3: The calcium-sensitive dye Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-1 AM (OGB-1, Invitrogen) was dissolved in 4 mL plur-

onic F-127, 20% solution in DMSO (Invitrogen) and further diluted (1: 10) in dye buffer (150mMNaCl, 2.5mMKCl, and 10mMHEPES)

to yield a final concentration of 1 mM. The dye was then pressure-ejected at 10–12 psi for 12–13 min with a micropipette (3–5 MU)

attached to a picospritzer (Toohey).

Figures 1H–1N, 2, 3, S1, S2, and S4: Animals were injected (see: virus injection) with a mix of 1:1 AAV1-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-

mCherry and pAAV-Syn-GCaMP6s-WPRE-SV40 or (control animals) a mixture of 1:1 PBS and pAAV-Syn-GCaMP6s-WPRE-SV40.

Image acquisition
Two-photon

In vivo calcium imaging was performed on either a Nikon (A1R-MP) with a 0.8/16x water-immersion objective and a Ti:Sapphire laser

(Chameleon II, Coherent) or a Movable Objective Microscope (Sutter Instruments) with a Ti:Sapphire laser (MaiTai HP, Spectra

Physics) and a 0.8/40x water-immersion objective (Olympus) using Nikon or ScanImage software (Pologruto et al., 2003). Scanmirror

positions were recorded to synchronize calcium imaging and electrophysiology. Images of 330 by 330 mmwere recorded at 5-10 Hz.

Epifluorescence

Epifluorescence was recorded at 20 Hz using custom-built LabVIEW software (National Instruments) using a digital CCD camera (QI-

maging), a 0.16/4x (Olympus) objective and a xenon-arc lamp (Sutter Instrument Company). To map the cortical surface and identify

the location of V1, we labeled primary sensory areas post hoc by immunohistochemistry for the thalamocortical axon marker vGlut2

(Figure S4).

Dreadd activation

Animals expressing the above virus were first imaged at baseline. The fast DREADD agonist clozapine was then injected subcuta-

neously at 0.5 mg/kg. We expected to see effects in a relatively narrow time window and restricted our analyses to 30 minutes post-

injection. In fact, we observed that clozapine administration caused a decrease in amplitude, relative to baseline, in 3 out of 4 imaged

SST cells during that period.

Electrophysiology acquisition
In vivo: Current clamp

Membrane potential was recorded in current clamp at 10 kHz and filtered at 3 kHz (Multiclamp 700b; Molecular Devices). For

current clamp recordings electrodes (4.5–6 MU) were filled with intracellular solution (105 mM K gluconate, 10 mM HEPES,

30 mM KCl, 10 mM phosphocreatine, 4 mMMgATP, and 0.3 mMGTP; Golshani et al., 2009). 10 mMAlexa 594 hydrazide (Invitrogen)

was added to allow targeted whole-cell recordings. The mean network participation based on calcium imaging was 45% (L-events)
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and 94% (H-events). The patched cell participated (fired at least 1 action potential) in 70% of L-events and 100% of H-events. Taking

a threshold of three action potentials ormore gives participation rates similar to the calcium imaging (41%and 94%), implying that we

can pick up cells that fire three action potentials or more.

In vivo: Voltage clamp

Synaptic currents were recorded in voltage clamp at 10 kHz and filtered at 3 kHz (Multiclamp 700b; Molecular Devices). For voltage

clamp recordings, electrodes were filled with intracellular solution (120 mM CsMeSO3, 8 mM NaCl, 15 mM CsCl2, 10 mM TEA-Cl,

10 mM HEPES, 5 mM QX-314, 4 mM MgATP, 0.3 mM Na-GTP; Kwon et al., 2012).

The reversal potential for chloride was �28 mV and the reversal potential for excitatory currents was 0 mV, corrected for the

measured liquid junction potential. The reversal potential for both excitatory and inhibitory inputs were checked empirically

throughout each recording (by observing the direction of currents at a range of potentials) and found to correspond to the expected

values. During whole-cell recording we alternated between measurements of inhibitory and excitatory current (5 minutes of each

before switching) so that changes in patch quality over time would affect each condition equally.

In vitro: Current-clamp

Acute 300 mm coronal slices of the visual cortex were dissected. Pups were sacrificed by decapitation and their brains were

immersed in ice-cold cutting solution (in mM): 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, 20 Glucose, 215 Sucrose, 1 CaCl2, 7 MgCl2
(Sigma), pH 7.3-7.4, bubbled with 95%/5%O2/CO2. Slices were obtained with a vibratome (VT1200 S, Leica) and subsequently incu-

bated at 34�C in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF, in mM): 125 NaCl, 3.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, 20 Glucose, 2 CaCl2, 1

MgCl2 (Sigma), pH 7.3-7.4. After 45 minutes, slices were transferred to the electrophysiology setup, kept at room temperature and

bubbled with 95%/5% O2/CO2. For patch recordings, slices were transferred to a recording chamber and perfused (3 ml/min) with

ACSF solution bubbled with 95%/5% O2/CO2 at 34
�C.

Layer 2/3 SST+ or SST- cells were identified using a fluorescence/IR-DIC video microscope (Olympus BX51WI). SST+ interneurons

were identified by the mCherrry protein fluorescence from mice injected with pAAV-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry. Current-clamp

recordings were made with a MultiClamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices), filtered with a low pass Bessel filter at 10 kHz and digi-

tized at 20-50 kHz (Digidata 1440A, Molecular Devices). Series resistance was assessed during recordings and neurons showing a

series resistance > 30 MU or change > 30% were discarded. Digitized data were analyzed offline using Clampfit 10 (Molecular De-

vices) and Igor (WaveMetrics).

Electrodes were filled with an intracellular solution containing (in mM): 122 KGluconate, 10 HEPES, 13 KCl, 10 phosphocreatine

disodium salt hydrate, 4 ATP magnesium salt, 0.3 GTP sodium salt hydrate (Sigma), pH 7.3. Clozapine 10 mM (Tocris) was bath

applied. After breaking the seal, variable current injection was applied to keep cells at �60 mV. To test the excitability of the cells,

current injection from �80 pA to 160 pA was applied in 10 pA increments.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Image processing
Two-photon

As described previously (Maldonado et al., 2021), two-photon image processing drift and movement artifacts were removed from

each recording using NoRMCorre (Pnevmatikakis and Giovannucci, 2017). Delta F stacks were made using the mean fluorescence

per pixel as baseline. ROIs were hand-drawn using the Fiji distribution of ImageJ2 (Rueden et al., 2017; Schindelin et al., 2012). Auto-

mated transient detection and further data processing was performed using custom-made MATLAB software (MathWorks).

Epifluorescence

Delta F stacks were made using the average fluorescence per pixel as baseline. V1 was identified based on activity coordinates and

shape, after this method of identification was confirmed through immunohistochemistry for vGluT2 (Figure S4).

Signal detection
Two-photon

In two-photon recordings (Figures 1C–1F, 3, 4, S2, and S3), activations within each cell were detected as in Siegel et al. (2012) as a

peak with both an absolute height and relative prominence of at least 5% DF/F0. When more than 20% of the total number of cells in

the field of view were active simultaneously, the activation was considered an event.

Epifluorescence

In epifluorescence imaging (Figures 1G–1L, 2D–2O, and S1), events were detected as calcium peaks with an amplitude above 2x the

standard deviation of the signal. Connected component analysis was used to determine whether simultaneously occurring events

were distinct, or part of one spreading activation. The total distance traveled by an event was measured by calculating the x and

y coordinates of the center of mass of activation in each frame, and summing the difference between these coordinates for each suc-

cessive frame. Speed was determined as this distance, divided by the number of seconds during which this event was detected

(event duration). Analysis was restricted to events that activated at least one pixel in V1.

Electrophysiology

Electrophysiology measurements were aligned to images using custom-built MATLAB software. When an event was detected in cal-

cium imaging, the corresponding electrophysiology trace was extracted from 8 s before and after the calcium peak. Contamination
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from events happening close together in time was removed by automatic detection and manual confirmation. Charge transferred

during an excitatory or inhibitory input burst was measured as the area under the curve of the detected burst.

Receiver-operation characteristic curves and random forest classification were analyzed in MATLAB. A separate classifier was

built for excitatory and inhibitory inputs for each recorded animal, using every event detected in that condition in that animal.

Each run built 100 bagged classification trees. Out-of-bag prediction to classify events; i.e., for each event to be classified, only

the trees in which that event was not featured was used to predict whether, based on the electrophysiology, the event was an L-

or H-event. The success of this classification was then quantified by comparing it against whether the event was an L- or H-event,

based on the participation as measured with calcium imaging, using the 80% cut-off to define an H-event. Success of out-of-bag

prediction was used to compare the inhibitory and excitatory models. One animal was excluded from random forest classification

due to insufficient inhibitory events to allow for good out-of-bag predictions.

Hierarchical clustering and silhouette analysis was performed in MATLAB. As described in Montijn et al., (2016), we used Ward’s

method (Ward, 1963) hierarchical clustering to construct dendrograms of all events. Clustering was based on the number of action

potentials fired and duration (Figure 1F) or the amplitude and activated area (when performed on wide-field data). Hierarchical clus-

tering was performed within each animal. Silhouette curves weremade based on the dendrogram (Rousseeuw, 1987), where a single

datapoint in a cluster was given a silhouette value of 0. The optimal number of clusters was taken as the overall maximum.

Statistical tests
The test used, n, and the definition of n for each test can be found in the figure legends. Where one paired measurement from each

animal was used, we performed paired two-tailed t tests.

In Figure 2B, each paired value represents a cell before and after application of clozapine. Input-output curves for the in vitro clo-

zapine experiments were generated by calculating the cell firing rate at each current injection step in control and clozapine

conditions.

In Figures 2H–2M,we additionally fit amulti-level model on all recorded events, that took the nested nature of this data into account

(Aarts et al., 2014) and allowed us to test the interaction of the injected viral construct (either containing hMDi-DREADD or control)

with the presence or absence of clozapine. We fitted a linear mixed-effects model using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2014) in R (R

Core Team, 2020) with baseline versus clozapine and DREADD versus control mice as fixed effects, with random intercepts and

slopes for the metric that was being evaluated. To determine whether there was an interaction effect between the clozapine admin-

istration and the mouse line, we fitted a full model which included the interaction and a reduced model which did not. Whether there

was a significant interaction was determined by comparing the full model with the reducedmodel using an ANOVA. Results of paired t

tests in Figure 2 are only shown where this ANOVA indicated a significant contribution of the interaction term. Similarly, in Figures 3D

and 3E we performed a two-way ANOVA to confirm that the effects we detected were also significant relative to control animals.

In Figure S3, we used the non-parametric two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests to compare distributions of amplitude and

participation in both SST expressing and non-SST expressing cells.
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